UNIT NUMBER:

KING GEORGE (I) AREA OF SERVICE: LONDON-HUDSON BAY (1750-1755)

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION:

Construction: 
Designer and builder: Builders - James Taylor and John Randall.
Dimensions: Length - 58'; breadth - 21'6".
Draft: 
Number of passengers: Number of crew: 
Plans: 
Power: 
Registered: 
Speed: 
Tonnage: 140 tons.

HISTORY:

1750, 29 March Launched (A.1/38, p. 179).
1758, 4 May Sold to Capt. James Hamilton for £900, "being deemed unfit for the Company's service in time of War" (A.1/41, fo. 14).

MASTERS:

1751 William Coats C.1/360
1752-1755 Joseph Spurrell C.1/361-364

BIBLIOGRAPHY:

PHOTOGRAPHS AND DOCUMENTARY ART:

REFERENCES:

C.1/360-364 Ship's Logs, 1751-1755

MICROFILM REELS:

(2M32 - 2M33)
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